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Date Author & Recipient Item description

~1858 Down Farnborough / Monday Kent

Dear Royle / I will send our village carrier next Thursday forenoon to call for the Books if that will suit you

& I do not hear to the contrary.  I will send an empty Box, which is, I think, the safest way of carrying 

them.  I am aware that to borrow a book is at most times a cool request, but I had no idea, when I asked 

you, how rare a book the Agricult. & Hort. Journal was, & I assure you that I thoroughly appreciate your 

kindness in lending them me.  I have long wished to look through some of the papers.  I daresay I shall able

to get through all the vols in a fortnight & they shall then be carefully returned.  /  I hope & believe that I 

have a really good character for returning Books & I am sure I have tryed many of my friends sufficiently.---

With very many thanks, believe me dear Royle.  Yours sincerely/ C Darwin

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

ROYLE, JOHN FORBES12879
Call number:
HM

11/09/1871 My Dear Sir  /  I am greatly obliged to you for having sent me through my son, your lectures; & for the very

honorable manner in which you allude to my works.  The lectures seem to me to be written with much 

force, clearness & originality.  You shew also a truly extraordinary amount of knowledge of all that has 

been published on the subject.  The type in many parts is so small that except to young eyes, it is very 

difficult to read.  Therefore I wish that you wd reflect on their separate publication; though so much has 

been published on the subject that the public may possibly have had enough.  I hope that this may be your 

intention; for I do not think I have ever seen the general argument more forcibly put so as to convert 

unbelievers.  It has surprised & pleased me to see that you & others have detected the falseness of much of

Mr. Mivart’s reasoning.  I wish I had read yr lectures a month or two ago, as I have been preparing a new 

edit. of the “Origin” in which I answer some special points, & I believe I shd have found your lectures 

useful; but my M.S is now in the printers hands & I have not strength or time to make any more additions.

With my thanks & good wishes I remain my dear Sir  /  yours Sincerely  /  Charles Darwin  /  P.S. By an odd

coincidence since the above was written I have recd yr very obliging letter of Oct. 23.  I did notice the 

point to which you refer & will hereafter reflect more over it.  I was indeed on the point of putting in a 

sentence to somewhat of the same effect in the new ed. of the Origin, in relation to the query why have 

not apes advanced in intellect as much as man; but I omitted it on account of the asserted prolonged 

infancy of the Orang.  [this next appears to me to be Darwin’s hand] I am, also, a little doubtful about the

distinctions between gregariousness {??} & this ability {?}. -- {Min. the case} of Baboons.  /  When I have 

time & thought, will send you this{?} opinion --- [Back to previous hand]When you come to England I shall 

have much pleasure in making your acquaintance; but my health is habitually so weak that I have very small

power of conversing with my friends as much as I wish.  /  Let me again thank you for yr letter.  To believe

that I have at all influenced the minds of able men is the greatest satisfaction which I am capable of 

receiving.  /  Ch. Darwin

“Hand of Emma Darwin”  written in pencil on front of 

file folder.  Revisit ALS above

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

FISKE, JOHN8260
Call number:
HM
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11/03/1873 My Dear Sir  /  I am much obliged for your vy rcn’t letter.  I am vy glad of the nature of the work, on which

you are employed. --- I see so few people that I had not heard of your presence in London.  --- At the end of

this week I shall be in London at my daughter’s home, & I will on the following week, prepare your coming 

to luncheon, which is generally my best time, & I trust this may not be inconvenient to you.  I did receive 

the Pop. Science Monthly & saw your attack (& an attack it was with a vengeance, though properly allowing

admitting his gut senses) on Agassiz with great interest.  I have not of course seen the N. American, & I will

be vy glad to see {have} it, but I can order a copy of for myself.  /  Until we meet  /  from y sincerely  /  Ch

Darwin

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

FISKE, JOHN8261
Call number:
HM

11/03/1874 My Dear Sir  /  I am very much obliged for your magnificent present of your Cosmical Philosophy, received 

this morning.  On turning over pages, I see that there is a good deal beyond my scope; not but{??} what I 

shall attempt to grapple with the stiffest parts; but there are other subjects which I feel sure will deeply 

interest me.  Good Heavens what labour the book must have cost you. --- I sincerely hope that it may be in

every way successful, & with my cordial thanks I remain, my dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Charles Darwin

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

FISKE, JOHN8263
Call number:
HM

12/8/1874 My dear Sir  /  You must allow me to thank you for the very great interest with which I have at last slowly 

read the whole of your work.--- I have long wished to know something about the views of the many great 

men whose doctrines you give.  With the exception of special points, I did not even understand H. Spencers

general doctrine; for his style is too hard work for me. --- I never in my life read so lucid an expositor (& 

therefor thinker) as you are; & I think that I understand nearly the whole, --- perhaps less clearly about 

Cosmic Theism and Causation, than other parts.--- It is hopeless to attempt out of so much to specify what

has interested me most, & probably all you would not care to hear. --- I wish some chemist would attempt 

to ascertain the result of the cooling of heated gases of the proper kinds, in relation to your hypothesis of 

the origin of living matter.  It pleased me to find that here and there I had arrived from my own crude 

thoughts of some of the same conclusions with you; though I could seldom or never have given my reasons 

for such conclusions. ---I find that my mind is so fixed by the inductive method that I cannot appreciate 

deductive reasoning: I must begin with a good body of facts & not from a principle, (in which I always 

suspect some fallacy) & then as much deduction as you please.  This may be vy narrow-minded; but the 

result is that such parts of H. Spencer, as I have read with care impress my mind with the idea of his 

inexhaustible wealth of suggestions, but never convince me; & so I find it is with some others.  I believe the

cause to lie in the frequency with which I have found first-formed{?} theories, are erroneous.  I thank you 

for the honorable notice mention which you make of my works.  Parts of the Descent of Man must have 

appeared laughably weak to you: nevertheless I have sent you a new Edition just published.  Thanking you 

for the profound interest & profit with which I have read your work.  I remain my dear Sir   Yours vy 

faithfully  /  Ch. Darwin

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

FISKE, JOHN8262 (A & B)
Call number:
HM
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10-21-1875 [Post card address side printed with following:  Foreign post card for countries included in the postal union.

Postmark Beckenham Oct 21.  Postmark New York Nov. 3.  Addressed:]  John Fiske Esq  /  Harvard 

University /  Cambridge  /  Mass:  /  U. States.

 Many thanks for excellent notice of C. Wright. --- Will you think me unreasonable for asking of a copy of 

the Nation with “Darwinism in Germany?”   /  Down, Beckenham, Kent  C. Darwin  /  Oct. 21:

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

FISKE, JOHN8264
Call number:
HM

3-25-1877 [Note says written in the hand of Sir Francis Darwin]

Dear Sir,  /  I received only yesterday your letter dated Mar 11.  I thank you cordially for your very kind 

expressions towards me, but your estimation of my scientific work is much too high.  It would give me 

pleasure to aid your new Journal; but I really have at present nothing to say which is worth printing.  I have

been so accustomed to collect materials for books instead of for detached papers that it is a very rare 

event for me to write anything in a Journal.  But I will not forget your wish, should any fitting occasion 

arise.  I have spoken to my son Francis who may hereafter be able to communicate an abstract of new 

observations made by him.  /  I will suggest one point which you as Editor will perhaps find an opportunity 

of urging on your readers, & which seems to me of paramount importance with respect to the descent 

theory, --- namely the investigation of the causes of variability.  Why for instance are the wild cattle which

roam of over the Pampas uniformly coloured, whereas as soon as they are half domesticated, they are said

by Azara{?} to change colour; & so in endless other cases.  We want to know what is the nature of the 

change in the environment which induces variability in each particular instance, & why one part of the 

organisation is affected more than another; though it seems hopeless at present to attempt solving this 

latter problem.  I cannot but think that light might be thrown on this difficult subject by experiments & 

observations made on freshly domesticated animals & cultivated plants.  With all good wishes for the 

success of your Journal, I remain,  /  dear Sir  /  Yours faithfully  /  Charles Darwin  /  P.S.  /  I beg leave to

thank you for your kind present of your ‘Werden und Vergehen’ & for the article on Insectivorous Plants 

both of which are new to me

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUSE, ERNST36172
Call number:
HM

6-30-1877 [Note says written in the hand of Sir Francis Darwin]

Dear Sir,  /  I have been much interested by your able argument against the belief that the sense of colour

has been recently acquired by man.  The following observation bears on this subject.  /  I attended 

carefully to the mental development of my young children, & with two or as I believe three of them, soon 

after they had come to the age when they knew the names of all common objects, I was startled by 

observing that they seemed quite incapable of affixing the n on right names to the colours in coloured 

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUSE, ERNST36173
Call number:
HM
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engravings, although I tried repeatedly to teach them.  I distinctly remember declaring that they were 

colour blind, but this afterwards proved a groundless fear.  On communicating this fact to another person 

he told me that he had observed a nearly similar case.  Therefore the difficulty which you young children 

experience either in distinguishing, or more probably in naming colours, seems to deserve further 

investigation.  I will add that it formerly appeared to me that the gustatory sense, at least in the case of 

my own infants & very young children, differed from that of grown-up persons:  this was shown by their not

disliking rhubarb mixed with a little sugar & milk, which is to us abominably nauseous, & in their strong 

taste for the sourest & most austere fruits such as unripe gooseberries & crab-apples  /  Dear Sir  /  Yours 

faithfully  /  Charles Darwin

7/11/1877 Dear Sir  /  You are perfectly welcome to translate the paper, (of which I send separate copy by this post) if

on further reflexion you think it worth while, but really it hardly appears to me deserving of the honor.  

Numerous translations have already appeared in the Cologne Gazette & in another German newspaper. ---

/  I am extremely glad to hear that Kosmos succeeds fairly well. --- Several of the articles have interested

me much, & I believe almost all would have done so, if I did not find German so difficult to read.  /  The 

description written I suppose by you on the sense of colour having been acquired within a recent period 

seemed to me very curious, & I wrote in that letter to you in regard to what had struck me with respect to

my own infant’s power of distinguishing or rather naming colours. --- I wrote this when away from home, &

forgetting your address so addressed it to the care of the publisher of Kosmos, Herr Gunther in Leipzig. -- It

was only a short note of no value. --- /  With my thanks, I remain Dear Sir  /  Yours Faithfully  /  Ch. Darwin

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUSE, ERNST36174
Call number:
HM

3-9-1879 My dear Sir  /  My Brother & self have read with great interest your sketch of the life of my Grandfather. ---

The idea has crossed our minds to get a translation made & publish it, in order to do honor to our 

grandfather.  But before thinking any more on the subject, I should be greatly obliged, if you would inform

me whether you or the other Editors of Kosmos would object to our bringing out a translation. --- If you 

grant your permission, & we decide to do so, we would endeavor to get Mr. Dallas (who translated F. Muller

{?} ‘Fur Darwin’) to translate your essay, as he is an excellent German Scholar. --- We sh? [question mark by

Darwin] perhaps offer the translation to Mr. Morley{?} for the Fortnightly Review (one of the best of our 

English Journals) but we doubt whether it would suit him.  In this case we would publish it at our own 

expense as a separate little book.  /  I hope that you will forgive me for troubling you with this request, &

with cordial thanks for the honor which you have conferred on my grandfather, I remain  /  my dear Sir  /  

Yours vy faithfully  /  Ch. Darwin`

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUS, ERNST36175
Call number:
HM

3-14-1879 [Note says written in the hand of Sir Francis Darwin; however, Emma as per D. Lewis]Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient
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My dear Sir,  /  I thank you for your most kind agreement to my request.  I am delighted to hear that you 

intend your sketch a little, & I feel sure that it will be our best plan to wait until this is done.  Before 

hearing from you we had decided that it would be useful to apply to the Fortnightly.  I hope that you will 

be so good as to send us the sheets as they are printed off, so that the translation may be making progress.

Unfortunately I have no copy of Miss Seward’s life, but I have sent for one from a public library but I could 

not lend this copy.  I will order a search for a second-hand copy, & if I succeed will send it you.  But please

to observe that I distinctly remember my father saying that this life was not only grossly incorrect, but 

maliciously false.  When it appeared he threatened to publish some letters injurious to her [”Miss Seward’s”

inserted above line] fame if she did not publicly retract some of her statements, & I believe that she did so.

A well known physician in London Dr Richardson, several years ago told me that he had collected materials 

for the life of Dr Darwin, but afterwards gave up the intention.  I will write to him and ask whether he has 

any materials which he could put at your disposal.  I am myself wholly & shamefully ignorant of my 

grandfathers life & I can be of no assistance to you in correcting your M.S; moreover I am a very poor 

German scholar, often make mistakes & read the language slowly.  My brother has a good picture of Eras 

Darwin & we thought of getting autotype (photographic) copies made of it for the translation.  I will get one

of my sons who understands photography to see about it, & I will send you a specimen.  My copy of the Bot

Garden which seems to be the first edit was published in 1791.  /  Believe me, my dear Sir  /  Yours 

faithfully  /  & obliged  /  Charles Darwin

KRAUSE, ERNST36176
Call number:
HM

3-19-1879 [Note says written in the hand of Sir Francis Darwin]

My dear Sir,  /  I send by this post a duplicate copy of a lecture published in 1861, which I remembered 

after writing to you.  I have not yet succeeded in getting a copy of Miss Seward for you.  I have now reread 

it, & it is a wretched production.  I have also read the correspondence which passed between my father, 

other members of the family & Miss Seward, they are unanimous that it is full of inaccuracies even to his 

age when he died.  Unfortunately they do not give particulars with the exception of one about one 

malignant account of my grandfather’s behaviour on hearing of his son’s death; & this they prove by 

witnesses to be absolutely false.  Miss Seward published a retraction, but this seems to have been 

universally forgotten.  In order to have an opportunity of contradicting Miss Seward, I intend to publish a 

short preface to the translation of your essay; & in this I will give a few particulars about the family, 

together with a few remarks by my father with respect to Eras Darwin, & possibly two or three letters.  I do

not think you could not work up these scanty materials in your account, because I must give them on my 

own authority.  I doubt whether my preface will be worth translating into german, but when written I 

would of course send it to you, if you so wish, either to read or to have translated.  I have written to two 

gentlemen for the chance of getting more materials, and intend to consult one or two likely books.  For 

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUSE, ERNST36177
Call number:
HM
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these reasons & from being very busy at present, I have thought of not writing the preface until I leave 

home towards the end of april.  My son is going to take steps as soon as he can about the photograph of the

picture  /  Dear Sir  /  Yours faithfully  /  Ch. Darwin

3-27-1879 [This does not appear to be Darwin’s hand]

My dear Sir  /  There is not the least hurry; for I should be very unwilling to begin writing the preface for 

the next 5 or 6 weeks.  Indeed I could hardly do so until I have got all my materials together, & I have 

written so many members of the family for letters from Dr D. &c   I am somewhat afraid of my preface & 

your work interfering with each other; but I shall not say one word about evolution & pure science --- Nor 

about Dr D’s poetry.  I shall almost confine myself to his character, anecdotes about him, & letters from 

him.  /  But I have begun to make some inquiries as to how far he influenced medical practice in this 

country.  Would it not be a good plan for you to wait until my preface is written, of which I would send you

a copy in good hand-writing, & you could then better determine what to add?  In the meantime I could have

the translation of your present essay begun by Mr Dallas, & passages could easily be added afterwards to it.

/  We have not yet decided which of three pictures of Dr. D to have photographed.  If you bring out a 

German edition, my brother & myself wd be very glad to supply you with as many copies of the photograph

as you require without any expense.  /  If I do not hear to the contrary I will send your essay in a week or 

two to Mr Dallas for translation.  /  My dear Sir  /  yours sincerely  /  Charles Darwin

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUS, ERNST36178
Call number:
HM

4-2-1879 [Note says in the hand of Sir Francis Darwin]

My dear Sir,  /  I entirely agree with all you propose.  I should not think of striking out anything that you 

might write, but would alter my own notice in accordance with what you may write.  My materials are 

increasing a good deal, and I hope that I shall be able to give some sort of picture of what the man was.  I 

am quite indifferent as to who publishes the German edition & it is entirely your affair.  Pray understand 

that you will have to decide whether my preface or preliminary notice is worth translating.  /  I am sure 

that you need not hunt for any correspondence between my grandfather & Dr Johnson, for I have always 

heard that they met only once & then hated each other.  In the only catalogue of English books which I 

possess there is no entry of ‘Blackmore on Beauty.’  Henry Brooke published in 1789 a poem entitles 

‘Universal Beauty’  I could borrow this book (but could not send it to you) & if you desire could search 

whether there is anything about Dr Eras Darwin in it.  My son has just told me that he saw (he thinks in the

Biographie Universelie{?}) that Eras Darwin was supposed by some to have taken Brooke for a model.  /  My

dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Charles Darwin

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUS, ERNST36179
Call number:
HM

Author
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4-5-1879 My dear Sir  /  I forgot to say one thing in my former note. --- I formerly offered to have an M. S. copy made

of my “Preliminary Notice”, but I think it will be a better plan for you to wait till I get the first proof-

sheets.  For the man whom I employ to copy has but a short time daily for the work, & I did not intend to 

have the letters & {some extras?} copied at all.  Moreover I always correct my M. S. & the proofs heavily.  

For these various reasons I think it wd be the best plan for you to wait till I can send you corrected proofs.  I

may expect that I am quite doubtful whether the Preliminary Notice will be worth translating, as it is 

written for the English Public. --- If, however, you much wish it I will have a second copy of the M. S. made.

/  I suppose that you will not object to a French Translation of the little book, for I mentioned incidentally 

to Reinwald {?} what I was doing & he said that he wd bring out a French Translation.  I advised him to wait

to see whether it is worth translating.  I daresay Mr. {T? } Appleton of New York will wish for an American 

edition, I presume you will not object. --- {Pray} let me hear your decision about this second copy.  /  My 

dear Sir  /  yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin  /  As there has been a break in my experimental work I have 

begun the Preliminary & notice & written a dozen pages.  D

DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUS, ERNST36180
Call number:
HM

5-2-1879 My dear Sir  /  I leave home on May 6th for 3 weeks rest; & I inform you of this fact in case you shd have 

finished your life of Dr. Darwin within this time.  If so, it would be the safest plan to address your M. S. to 

“W. S. Dallas Esq.  /  Geological Society  /  Burlington House  /  London ---  /  Will you further have the 

kindness to write him a few lines, telling him that you have despatched the M. S. in accordance with my 

request, & asking him to begin the translation as soon as he can.  /  When away from home I will begin my

preliminary notice; but fear I shall not do much, as I require rest --- but as soon I return home, I will do 

nothing else.  /  My dear Sir  /  yours very faithfully  /  Charles Darwin

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUSE, ERNST36181
Call number:
HM

5/9/1879 My dear Sir  /  I am happy to answer your questions as well as I can.  Dr. Darwin Knew well during many 

years Boulton & Watt, for they were all members of the Linnae Socy; but I cannot say when he first became

acquainted with them.  /  Edgeworth lived for a time at Lichfield, partly, I believe on account of the health

of his wife & partly for the sake of my granfather’s society:  He then lived on his Estates in Ireland.  Old Mr. 

He Galton was a rich Banker in Birmingham & a friend of my grandfather: one of his sons, Irrtius Galton, 

married Violetta Darwin, daughter of Erasmus. --- Mrs. {Schimmerlymoid} was sister of Iertius Galton; but 

she was, as I hear hear from her own nieces  & nephews, quite untrustworthy:  she, also, {expressly} says 

she give in extremes. So were her recollections as a child. --- The Priory was left to my grandfather by his 

son Erasmus, who committed suicide, when insane.  I shall show how false Miss Sewards’ account is of my 

grandfather’s conduct --- absolutely false.  I shall enter into this subject in some detail.  My grandmother 

Mary Howard was no relation to this Philanthropist. ---  /   The father of Erasmus (Robert) was a Barrister 

{in Lawyer}, but he lived in the home of his elder brother; & the eldest son of Robert (i.e. the elder brother

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUSE, ERNST36182
Call number:
HM
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of Erasmus) ultimately inherited the estate of Elston.  Sir Francis was merely Knighted on  presenting an 

address to the King, & I wonder that he condescended to accept so paltry and honor.  He was in no sense a

member of our nobility. --- There is no Known connection between Darwin & Derwent or Darwen. --- But I 

strongly advise you to let me tell what is known about the family of the Darwins from the materials in my 

possession.  /  I intend to give an a de engraving of the Priory (which was a curious old House) & had 

intended to send Dr. D’ description, but will refer to the letter, as you intend to give it. ---  /  It is vy kind 

of you to offer to allow me to alter your M. S., but this I cannot accept, for I wd never have thought of 

writing about my grandfather, had it not been for your essay.  /  I much fear that there will be too much 

repetition in our two little essays; but as we shall view the subject from different points perhaps this will 

not much {signify}. --- I cannot work in my materials without going through his whole life, & at present 

cannot see what will be the best plan. ---We shall both be able to judge best when we have seen each 

other’s M. S. --- Possibly you might like to take my M. S. & cut it up & work it into into your essay or give 

them as a Preface or as a supplement.  & I take parts of yours & work them into the English Edition, or give

them as a supplement.  /  This plan wd waste a good deal of both our times; but it is useless to speculate 

what wd be best till we have seen each other’s essays.  /  My dear Sir  /  Yours vy sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin  /

P. S. I am inclined to think I must have 2 copies made in M. S. of my essay & send one to you.  sin This, 

however, will waste time.. ---  /  P. S.  /  If you approve or disapprove of my notice appearing after yours 

as a Supplement, please tell me:  if I do not hear, I will understand that you are indifferent. --- But please 

observe I have not yet thought enough about it.  Perhaps Mr. Murray would object vehemently, & say that

my name wd help sale!!  But I would overrule this if we think this {of} “supplement” wd be the best plan. ---

I shall be able to judge better when I can read rapidly in Translation whole of your article.

5-13-1879 [IN THE HAND OF SIR FRANCIS DARWIN, AS WRITTEN ON FOLDER]

My Dear Sir,  /  I write a line to thank you for your extremely kind letter & to assure you that I will lose no 

time.  Perhaps I may be able to send my rough MS to the printers which would greatly expedite matters.  I 

see announced a book about Erasmus Darwin & Lamarck by Saml  Butler & I will write to the booksellers & 

tell them to send you a copy.  /  My dear Sir,  /  Yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUSE, ERNST36183
Call number:
HM

5-14-1879 Bassett, Southampton

(Home on May 25th)

My dear Sir  /  If after seeing my proof-sheets you keep of same mind & are willing to give your consent, 

assuredly I shall not change my mind, but shall be grateful to bring out a translation of your article, in 

nearly the same state as it appeared in Kosmos.  It shall be entitled f your life with Preliminary notice by 

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUSE, ERNST36184
Call number:
HM
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me. --- The work is wholly due to you. --- It is rather unfortunate that Mr. Butler shd have published at the 

present time, but it makes no difference in my determination.  Mr. B  I have only glanced at what he says.

He is a vy clever man, Knows nothing about science & turns everything into ridicules.  He hates scientific 

men.  I cannot understand his views.  Even if we grant memory & the power of wishing to cells, & this is an

enormous admission, I do not see how cells are to modify themselves chemically & structurally either by 

wishing or remembering.  --- I shd like to hear whether he supposes that the crop (or esophagus) of a Pouter

pigeon or the leaves of a cabbage became modified by wishing & memory. --- But I did not intend to 

scribble on this subject.  /  I forgot to say that you have my complete consent to do anything you like with

my Preliminary Notice, to prist print it at beginning or at end itr of your article, --- to cut it up or use the 

facts & insert parts anywhere you like.  /  Yours vy sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin

5-27-1879 My dear Sir  /  When the time comes I will give any information in my powers about the persons connected

with D. D.; but I have found vy few letters out of the pile which I have looked through worth publishing.  /

I am sorry to say that my Notice cannot be finished so soon as I had expected, as I could not possibly refuse

to sit to a Painter for my portrait for the university of Cambridge.  /  With respect to Kosmos I can truly say

that I would much more willingly contribute to it than to any other Journal; but I an not able to work many

hours per diem like most men, & I particularly dislike changing my work, as nothing fatigues me so much.  

Therefore I have made it a rule, which I have vy rarely broken, never to write in Periodicals.  No do I feel 

that I could write short articles with skill & spirit.  So pray excuse & forgive me, for I know that I ought to 

aid in your good work of spreading a belief in Evolution & of discovering new truths in regard to it.  /  My 

dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin

Author
DARWIN, CHARLES ROBERT

Recipient

KRAUSE, ERNST36185
Call number:
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6-6-1879 My dear Sir  /  I received this morning from Mr. Dallas a translation of the first part of your M. S.; it seems 

to me very good, tho’ I have only slightly read it over.  Mr. Dallas wants much to know, on account of his 

holidays, where he will receive the second part; so be so kind as to inform us.  /  I have this day sent my M.

S. to the printers, & they promise that they will soon set up the whole, & when I receive a copy, it shall be

sent to you.  I am far more perplexed than ever as to what is best to be done.  If both the M. S. are printed

there will be two distinct biographies of the same man in one volume.  I believe that yours is much the

best.  /  There would not have been so much difficulty, if your essay had been left as it first appeared, but

I am unwilling to strike out all your biographical part.  I wish that I had sent you all the materials; tho’

there would have been great difficulty in doing this.  But as the case now stands, I am almost bound to

publish, as so many of my relations have taken trouble to aid me.  /  After you have read my uncorrected

proof sheets, I shall be anxious to hear what you think will be best to do.  /  Your best plan would be to

intercalate any of my materials which may appear useful to you in your Biography.  /  I remain my dear Sir

/  Yours very sincerely  /  Charles Darwin
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6-9-1879 My dear Sir  /  I am glad to hear of your short historical discussion on Evolution, & I think it will be an 

improvement.  I hope that you will not expend much powder & shot on Mr. Butler, for he really is not 

worthy of it.  His work is merely ephemeral.  --- I send a Review, which you may like to see & then burn.---

/  Whenever your M. S is complete, you had better send it direct to Mr. Dallas, Geological Socy. Burlington 

House London.---   /  From all that you so very kindly say, I daresay I shall see some way out of my 

perplexity.  /  My dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin
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6-10-1879 My dear Mr. Fiske  /  Would it suit you best to come here on the 18th, either to luncheon or to dinner & for

a bed, returning after breakfast next morning; for we are not likely to be in London for some time.  Pray do

whatever suits your arrangements best.  If you come for luncheon you must leave Charring Cross by the 

11o25’ Train; if for dinner by the 4o12’ Train. --- If we can (but our house will be vy full on most days for the

next month) we will send the Orpington {Stokes} to meet you:  but if we cannot send a carriage you must 

take a {tly; i.e., trolley?} --- distance 4 miles. --- I hope what I propose will be convenient & that we may 

have {the} pleasure of seeing you here.  /  I remain  /  Yours vy faithfully  /  Ch. Darwin  /  I have not been

very well of late & am up to but small exertion of any kind. --- An artist, Mr. Richmond is coming here on 

the evening of the 18th, as he is making a portrait of me, but he is a pleasant man & I do not think that you

will dislike meeting him.  D
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6/14/1879 [postcard 3” x 4 3/4 “.  addressed to:]

J. Fiske, Esq.  /  9 Bedford Place  /  Bloomsbury  /  London  w.c.

[Preprinted return address with s in Mrs. crossed out:]  From Mrs. C. Darwin, Down, Beckenham.

I will send to {Musington} U. to meet the train leaving Charing X at 5o 2’ on the 18th.  /  C. D.  /June 14
Folder says:  Removed from MS. vol. labelled:  Letters 
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7-7-1879 My dear Sir  /  At last I send you (Registered) the proof-sheets of my Preliminary notice.  I am disappointed

with it & I fear that you will be greatly disappointed; but I have done my best.  It The style will require a 

little more correction, & I shall add a page or two at the beginning about the family in old times, about 

which we have discussed some curious particulars.  Also perhaps another sentence on his advocacy of 

temperance --- & on his work as a physician.  Possibly I may strike out a few passages as too trifling, but 

this will depend on the judgment of some of my relations.  /  The sentences in which I allude to your part,

will of course be modified, after I have received & read the Translation, & settled what had best be done 

with your Biography.  With wood cuts & additions, my Notice will make about 150 pages.  /  I feel Mr. 

Murray will not be willing to publish until the beginning of November.  /  Two of my relations who can read
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German pretty easily have read your Article & like it much.  /  My dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Charles 

Darwin

7/12/1879 My dear Sir  /  Your letter has been a great relief to my mind, for I had got to hate my Notice.  Of 2 

relations whom I can trust one says that she thinks it dull & ought to be much shortened with parts omitted

& parts differently arranged, & the other (my Brother) thinks it interesting & wants nothing omitted.  A 

third advises me to shorten about Mrs. Schinnelfenninck. ---  /  My plan is to take all materials with me to 

the Lakes, where we go on August 1 for a months’ change & rest, & by that time Mr. Dallas hopes to have 

whole Translation finished.  /  I am extremely glad that you think much need not be omitted either in mine

or your article.  /  A new idea strikes now on which I will reflect:  viz that my Notice wd appear after yours

& be called “{An} or Supplementary or additional Notice” or some such title.  You can keep the Proofs, & I

will send corrected ones, as soon as such are ready.  /  I will write to U. States to enquire if Mr. Appleton 

will bring out Edition there. ---   /  I am very sorry to hear about Grant Allen: I have not yet read your 

article. --- My memory has grown vy poor & I cannot recollect much of what you wrote; but I remember 

being struck with it, --- so much so that I sent the number to Mr. Gladstone to read.  I do not know Mr. 

Grant Allen personally, & never saw him but feel inclined to like & respect him from his writings, & I am 

very sorry for him for he writes under very trying circumstances.  Therefore I grieve that he sd have been 

guilty of plagiarism. ---  /  Yours vy sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin
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7/18/1879 My dear Sir  /  It is vy kind of you to give me thanks. --- I can decide on nothing as yet, but I get more & 

more inclined to publish my notice after yours --- leaving your Part unaltered or vy little altered.  /  I think

that  I shall condense & omit parts of my notice, & perhaps alter arrangement, so then you had better not

waste time in Translating at present. ---   /  In England we like a simple Title --- perhaps as follows.  /  Life

of  /  Erasmus Darwin  /  by  /  Dr. Ernst Krause   /

-------------------------------  /  with a supplementary notice  /  by  /  Charles Darwin  /  If after due reflexion

it seems to me & my family the best plan that my notice should follow your article, surely no one can blame

you for translating in same order as it appears in England.  /  As soon as I receive the whole translation 

from Mr. Dallas, I will get to work & get corrected proofs of my parts & send them to you.  /  My dear Sir  /

Yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin

[written vertically along margin of last page]

P. S. I feel sure that your article is much more interesting than mine & this is another good reason for its 

precedence.
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8/5/1879 My dear Mr. Fiske  /  I received two days ago the kind present of your essays. --- I had intended to write 

after I had read them; but I wish to wish to remain in an idelic state of idleness, as long as I possible can, &

after reading half of the first essay, I can plainly see that they will {get set} me thinking.  So I shall defer 

reading them until my present golden state of vacuity becomes quite intolerable, & then they will be a real

pleasure to me. --- So pray believe me with my thanks.  /  Yours vy sincerely  /  Charles Darwin

Folder says:  Removed from MS. vol. labelled:  Letters 

--- Darwin, Huxley, Spencer.  Sept., 1938.”
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8-13-1879 [Folder says:  in the hand of Sir Francis Darwin]

(This will be my address for 2 or 3 weeks)  /  My dear Sir,  /  I have at last read consecutively my notice 

(which I have greatly condensed & altered in arrangement) and the translation of your article.  I fear that 

you will be disappointed when I tell you that according to my judgment a large part of your article must be

omitted.  This has grieved me much; but it would be of no use whatever to publish a book which would not

be read.  It would be ridiculous to publish th two biographies of the same man in the same volume: an 

English critic would say that your account of the life, though very well done, was merely a condensation of

Miss Seward’s memoirs.  Secondly your history of the progress of evolution seems to me to be quite out of 

its proper place in a short life of Dr. Darwin; although I fully admit that it shows great research and has 

been to me personally very interesting.  Thirdly the first part about the Botanic Garden appears to me too 

lengthy:  an English critic would say that it was of no use to give the contents of each Canto, when any one

could, if he cared, look at the book itself.  Considering how long ago Dr. Darwin lived, any life of him now 

ought to be very short.  Therefore what I should wish to do would be to publish my preliminary notice 

condensed, with only parts of your essay presently to be indicated.  But it is quite possible that you may 

object to t my plan, and if you object I shall have no cause to complain, for I should never have thought of

writing on the subject had it not been for your article in Kosmos.  If you object I shall give up publishing, 

but shall print my own notice for private distribution among my friends.  /  I will now explain what I wish to

do:  after many doubts I think (as do friends whom I have consulted) that my Notice had better come first.

I would then give the first 2 or 3 pages of your M. S. as far as where you give your authorities  I would then 

op omit the whole of your Life-part, as well as the historical sketch of evolution, So that after the two or 

three opening pages I would pass on to the general criticism on the Botanic Garden to be condensed.  When

you come to the transformation of species the whole of your article could be given with advantage as it 

now stands.  The plan which I here propose has been formed after due deliberation, and with much regret 

on my side; but I hope that you will remember what I originally proposed was a translation of the article in

Kosmos.  If you assent to my plan, proof sheets shall be sent you both of my part and of your own.  It is 

manifest that you can publish your essay in its extended form in Germany.  I will explain in a preface about
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the article (if you assent to my plan) t about the article in Kosmos, your subsequent enlargement of it and 

your permission to me to condense it to dimensions fitted for the English public.  Will you kindly let me 

hear your decision soon, because if you object to your article being cut down I must inform my publishers in

London Paris & America, that I have given up the intention of publishing.  /  I have am extremely sorry to 

have caused you so much trouble & remain, my dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Charles Darwin

8/17/1879 Dear Mr. Fiske  /  I fear that you will think me very troublesome, but I cannot rest easy without thanking 

you for the pleasure which your essays have given me. --- I think those on Wright, on a Librarian’s duty & 

the supplement on Buckle interested me most.  /  Yours sincerely  /  Charles Darwin

Note on folder says:  Removed from MS> vol. labelled: Darwin, 
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8/19/1879 My dear Sir  /  I thank you cordially for your letter.  It has been a great relief to me, for I feared that you 

might think that I had treated you shabbily. --- I will attend to all your instructions.  The Preface shall not 

be printed off until you have seen it, so that it can be altered.  My son has made will make a list of plants 

to the best of his power when we return home. ---   /  I return registered by this Post the German of the 

‘History of Evolution.’  /  I shall send all the M. S. in 2 or 3 days to the Printers.  /  I heartily hope the little

book may sell fairly well that there may be some profit to send you, but I am rather doubtful on this 

{head}.  /  In Haste  /  Yours vy sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin  /  We start for Home on the 26th.
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9/3/1879 My dear Sir  /  Pray do whatever you think best in the German Edition; & I can add in the Preface to the 

English Edition {that} parts omitted. --- I have always thought your article very well done & more 

interesting than mine. ---  /  I send (Registered) your original & the Translation of the parts which I have 

not used; & I have marked with pencil the few errors which I have found. --- If, as I suppose, there is a 

French Edition, perhaps the French may like to Translate your additions, so please have an additional set of

proofs printed. ---   /  I sent 2 days ago the 2 first sheets of my Notice to {Friederick }{Th.} as you directed.

/  I will attend to your instructions for the {pictures? }. ---  /  It will be necessary for you to read the Eng. 

Translation of your Article when in Proof, for Mr. Dallas could not read some words. ---  /  I suppose that 

you received safely the your ‘History of Evolution.’  /  In Haste to catch Post  /  Yours sincerely  /  Ch. 

Darwin  /  over [circled]

  /  P. S.  I cannot send the few first pages of your M. S. as Mr. Dallas told me that he shd. {compare} them 

in correcting the Translation; but they shall be sent as soon as he has corrected first sheet. ---
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10-15-1879 My dear Sir,  /  I quite agree to what you propose, & I cannot see any objection to the title as it now 

stands.  Whenever I receive the sheets with the additions, they shall be sent to Paris.  But I m do not yet 

know positively that there will be a French translation; Mr. Reinwald & Mr. Barbier the translator both said

that a translation should be published, but I advised them not to decide until they had looked at the 

original.  /  As I am so poor a german Scholar I will not read over your sheets.  /  All the remaining sheets of

my preliminary notice have been sent to Karl Alberts.  I will write to Mr. Dallas & tell him that you would 

like to see his translation, & will ask him to send the sheets to K. Alberts as, if I understand rightly, that 

will be your address until Oct. 1.  /  My dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin

Folder says: in the hand of Sir Francis Darwin
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11-04-1879 My dear Sir,   /  I think Herr Alberts has treated me very unfairly.  I informed either you or him of the price

of the photographs.  Mr. Murray was unwilling to give the order without prepayment, & I therefore took the

responsibility on myself.  Herr Alberts now writes without any apology that he does not want the copies.  

Mr. Murray has written to the Photograph Company to stop the printing, but fears it is too late.  If by good 

fortune the English edition should sell well we may perhaps be able to use any copies that have been struck

off by having them cut down to the size of my volume.  I am quite sure that you have taken no part in this 

proceeding, & that you will think it fair that I should deduct the cost of the useless photographs from the 

profits of the book which is to be transmitted to you.  /  I decline to hold any future communication with 

Herr Alberts, & if he wants cliches of the two wood cuts Mr. Murray will certainly require prepayment.  /  

My dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Charles Darwin

Folder says:  In the hand of Sir Francis Darwin
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11-10-1879 My dear Sir  /  I write a letter to thank you for your note & to say that I have heard from Murray that the 

Autotype Coy had printed off only a few copies, so that the loss will not be great. ---   Murray charges only

what the Autotype Coy charges the public, so he makes no profit & it is quite fair that he shd. insist on 

prepayment.  An Italian publisher never paid for the cliches of my Variations under Domestication, & he wd

have lost the whole sum, had I not taken the loss on my won shoulders.  /  I was when I wrote rather angry,

as I had taken the responsibility of Murray giving the order to the Autotype Coy, but it is all over now.  I will

send you a copy of the English Edit. of the Life, as soon as it appears, & I do not know why it has not 

already appeared.  /  My dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin
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11-17-1879 My dear Sir  /  I am much obliged for your kind letter, & regret that I can only answer your questions 

imperfectly.  /  (1) Stuckeley - Born 1687.  He wrote on Stonehenge & many antiquarian works.  /  (2) 

Spalding Club. an old & famous Society for Antiquarian & scientific researches; x it published many 

volumes; but I know nothing further about it.  /  (3) Scriblerus, I know nothing.  /  (4) Oakes a physician not

celebrated  /  (5) Bentley not related to any one famous.  /  (6) Boothby a country gentleman & poet --- not

celebrated.  /  (7) Crawford -- I know nothing.  /  (8)  Cavendish, not brother of the celebrated Cavendish,
Does not appear to be in Darwin’s hand
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but of the same family.  /  (9) A physician & professor at Edinburgh  /  (10) Cradock a literary man, now 

forgotten  /  (11) Darwinian Snowdrops --- mean merely planted by Dr. D.  /  (12)  (  Foot, )  a Surgeon 

notorious at the time for many bitter attacks on the illustrious John Hunter  /  (13) Lunar Club --- used to 

meet monthly in Birmingham; it included a surprising number of distinguished men.  /  Mr. Murray always 

has in the autumn a sale of the new books published by him; & the number then sold generally shews how 

far a new book will be successful; & I am sorry to say that only 600 copies of the Life of Dr. D. were sold ---

It is however possible that the sale may improve  /  My dear Sir.  /  yours sincerely  /  Charles Darwin

1-5-1880 My Dear Sir,  /  There have been a good many reviews of the Life, & all without exception favourable.  

Some chiefly about your part, some about mine & some equally about both parts.  I enclose one rather good

review.  The others, excepting the Pall Mall which was sent you, did not seem to me worth sending.  I 

assume that you saw the review in the Times of which was chiefly about your part.  There is an article in 

the Journal of Science just published which I have not yet read.  I am surprised that a new edition has not 

been called for.  I hope the German edition will soon appear.  My Dear Sir,  /  Yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin
Note on folder says “In the hand of Sir Francis Darwin”
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1-19-1880 My dear Sir,  /  Pray do not apologise [as written] for it is no trouble to me to answer your questions as far

as I can.  The Hooker alluded to is Richard Hooker.  /  With respect to Yeoman of the Armoury, it is 

doubtful whether any man in England could tell you what the duties were[.]  Probably there were no duties

and it was a sinecure in the gift of the King.  I would advise you to use the English term.  There are at the 

present day what are called Yeomen of the Guard who are gentlemen who attend the Queen on state 

occasions, &I believe they serve merely for parade.  /  My dear Sir  /  Yours very sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin
Note on folder says”In the hand of Sir Francis Darwin”
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2-4-1880 My dear Sir,  /  I enclose a page from the Athenaeum with a fierce attack by Mr. Butler on both of us, 

especially on me.  No doubt I committed a great error in not having stated that you had largely altered the

article in Kosmos; but I now find that there was a sentence to this effect in the first proof-sheet, which was

afterwards accidentally omitted.  I have consulted three men well capable of judging and they  think Mr. 

Butler’s letter so ungentlemanlike as not to deserve an answer from me.  He seems to insinuate that I 

suggested to you or persuaded you to add passages attacking his book, or that I myself interpolated such 

passages.  As far as I can remember the sole suggestion which I made to you was to take no notice of Mr. 

Butler’s book.  You will be able to judge better than I can whether it is incumbent on you to answer Mr. 

Butler’s article letter.  I am very sorry that you should be in any way troubled in this affair.  /  My dear Sir

/  Yours sincerely  /  Charles Darwin  /  P. S.  /  The obscure expression ‘writing at’ in the last sentence in 

the Athenaeum which I failed to understand at first seems to mean attacking

Note on folder says “In the hand of Sir Francis Darwin” 

Butler is Samuel Butler
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great hurry on account of Sunday Post. --- I am much {feared} that you will answer Mr. Butler --- I have 

been advised not to do so. --- What you say in your letter is perfectly true. --- Your {intuit} toward me has 

been in every respect & at all times most generous. --- I think that your letter has be answer had better be

short. ---  / Butler has written an abusive letter about me to the newspaper & I have written to a friend to 

send it you as soon as possible.  I have not read & do not intend to read a word which he writes --- I really 

think that he is half insane & a lady who knows him well, says it is extreme vanity ---  /  Pray send me a 

corrected proof of your answer.  /  Yours ever gratefully  /  Ch. Darwin  / In great Haste

Note on folder says “after Fed. 6” is regard to date
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2-9-1880 My dear Sir,    I am very much obliged for your letter, which I have considered attentively.  In my opinion it

would be best best for you not to write to the Athenaeum, because Mr. Butler is quite unscrupulous & he 

would in answer pick out some passages in your essay & say that there were borrowed from his book.  You 

could only deny this, & no one would take the trouble to compare the two.  Everybody will see in what a 

bad temper Butler has written & will disregard his charges against you.  Mr. Dallas means to take no notice

of him.  Nevertheless if you decide to publish you letter I will get it translated; but in this case will you be 

so good as to strike out the passage about the first proof-sheets, for which reason I return your letter.  

Having utterly forgotten these proofs I wrote to Butler that it had never occurred to me to insert anything 

on the subject; & after reading the above passage in your letter he would not hesitate to say that I had 

intentionally told a falsehood.  I an sorry that you should have had the trouble of returning the Athenaeum.

It has surprised me much, seeing what the reviews have said about our book, & knowing that many 

strangers have greatly liked it, that the sale has not been greater, for the 1,000 copies have not yet all 

been disposed of.  Mr. Murray makes up his annual accounts in the middle of the summer, but I fear that 

there will be then but a small profit to transmit to you.  It is good news that the German edit will soon be 

out.  /  My dear Sir,  /  Yours sincerely  /  Charles Darwin

Note on folder says “in the hand of Sir Francis Darwin”
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2-13-1880 My dear Sir  /  I thank you heartily for your most kind letter.  I write now merely to say that April 10th on 

the Epitaph is a dreadful mistake, made by the copyist, & I cannot think how I overlooked it, but I very 

often overlook errata.  /  Yours very sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin
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3-23-1880 My dear Sir,  /  I am exceedingly sorry to hear about the delay & have written by this post to Mr. Murray. I 

feel sure that it has not been through any wilful {as written] neglect.  Perhaps it may be due to the whole 

photographic establishment having been lately burnt to the ground.  As soon as I hear I will write again.  It

never crossed my mind that you would care about my two short letters to Nature; otherwise you may rely 
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on it that I would gladly have sent you copies when they were published.  /  I fear that you will hate the 

name of Erasmus you have had so much trouble with the whole subject.  /  My dear Sir,  /  Yours sincerely

/  Charles Darwin
Note on folder says “In the hand of Sir Francis Darwin”
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4-21-1880 My dear Sir  /  I have been very glad to receive the German Translation.  It is excellently {got} up & looks a

good deal better than the English Edition.  I rejoice that all your labour is now over, & I wish most sincerely

for your Sake & for that of the Publisher that the sale may be fairly [there appears to be a ? written over 

the f in fairly] good; but from the poor sale of the English Edit. I am fearful.  From what I can see by 

turning over the pages I do not doubt that you have added much to the value of the little book by your 

Addenda. --- That is a vy curious passage about Hippocrates.  A very favourable review has just appeared in

the U. States in the Nation, of the the best of the Literary Journals; but I have heard nothing about the sale

there.  /  In conclusion allow me to thank you cordially for your uniform & most kind consideration for 

every on of my wishes, & in a still higher degree for having placed my grandfather’s merits on a sure & 

lasting foundation.  /  Believe me my dear Sir, yours ever  /  Very sincerely  /  Charles Darwin
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5/14/1880 My dear Mr. Fiske  /  I suppose that you have reached England.  I did not write before, because we have had

a  succession of visitors & I absolutely require a day or two rest after any one has been here.  Some persons

now in the house leave tomorrow evening & others are coming on Tuesday evening morning.  If you & Mrs. 

Fiske happen to be disengaged on Friday (21’) evening, would you come here to dinner & to sleep?  There is

a good train which leaves Charring Cross at 4o 12’ P.M. --- On Monday the 24th we leave home for a fortnight

for me to rest.  If it would be more convenient to you to come here, after June 8th or thereabouts it would 

suit us equally well, & we shd. be vy glad to see you & Mrs. Fiske then.    /  In Haste to catch Post  /  Yours

sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin  /  Very many thanks for all the kind {expression} in your note.

Note on folder says “Removed from MS. vol. labelled: 
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7-29-1880 My dear Sir  /  It was very kind of you to send me the two articles; but it so happens that I had seen both.  I

did not think much of {Fockler’s} as it appeared to me like a mere robbery of your book.  The article in the

Revue seemed to me vy nicely done. ---  /  My dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin  /  There have 

been many interesting articles of late in Kosmos & this reminds me to say, what I had intended before to 

say, that I ought to pay for this Journal.  It is not fair to the Publisher that I should go on receiving them 

gratuitously. --- Will you give him my cordial & sincere thanks for his kindness, & ask him to send me a 

memorandum of cost for the current & next year, & I will send cheque for both. > {?}  /  C.D  /  P. S. I have

not yet heard for Mr. Murray whether there is any profit from your Book, but ‘Vehementer Dubito.’
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7-30-1880 My dear Sir  /  I received this morning the enclosed account, which be so kind as to return to me.  The 

profit is lamentable small viz  F9 ” 15 “ 5 [notation is unclear to me], which I herewith transmit by cheque 
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{for will sure} 218 copies are still unsold, & whether they ever will be sold, I do cannot conjecture.  We 

shall know next year & then the profit of any sale shall be transmitted to you. ---  /  I have heard nothing 

from the U. States of the book by {Miss, Mrss} Appleton. ---   /  My dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin
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KRAUSE, ERNST36207
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10-7-1880 My dear Sir  /  I rejoice at the new Edition of your book, & am much obliged to you for having sent it to me.

--- I will certainly read some or the whole, if I have time, but I cannot {impure} in my German & read at a 

snail’s pace. --- I am particularly obliged to you for having told me about Hermann Muller’s affair with the

Government; I had heard a vague account, & wished to know the truth.  /  I request that you will give to 

the Editor of Kosmos my Especial thanks for his kindness.  The Numbers always interest me, though I am 

able to read only a part:  I see that there is a curious article in the one just received by that Prince of 

{observers} Fritz Muller.   /  Pray permit me to all one word about the life of Dr. E. Darwin:  in your 

previous y letter you write as if you had no claim to the miserably small profits from the English Edition; 

but I must differ from you, for I shd never have dreamed of writing what I did, had it not been for your 

Essay.  This Essay is the really valuable part of the little book, requiring much labour & thought in its 

composition; whereas my part is chiefly what we in England call gossip.  I shall publish in a month or two a

book on the “Movements of Plants.”  I will send you a copy, but I fear it is much too special for anyone but

a physiological botanist to care about.  I have long thought that old men, like myself, ought to write only on

confined & easy subjects.  Believe me, Yours sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin
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11-28-1880 My dear Sir  /  I must thank you for your most interesting letter.  It is vy bad news about Kosmos:  I shall 

regret much its cessation, for I found in every number something which interested me greatly.  Anyhow you

must have the satisfaction of feeling that you have been an excellent Editor. & have aided Science in every

way. ---  /  It is, also, grievous news about Fritz Muller, --- That is if he has lost his instruments & books.  I

have long looked on him as the best observer in the world.  I have written to his brother, Hermann, to learn

whether he has suffered much loss, & whether for the sake of Science, he would allow me to aid him in 

purchasing new microscopes, &c &c. ---  /  I do not know when I have been so much astonished, as by your

account of the Crustacean which repairs its legs by those of an ancestral form.  If I understand the case, it

must be a kind of localised {reversion}!  This seems to me to support, the hypothesis of Pangenesis, which 

has hardly any friends in this world.  /  I can conceive a small collection of molecules (ie on of my 

imaginary {gemmules) remaining dormant in an organism for almost any length of time; but I think it will be

difficult for Hackel to make others believe that certain molecules, of which the body is built, have gone on

vibrating for countless generations in a peculiar manner, so as to form when occasion offers an ancestral 

limb.  If I remember rightly the reproduced tail of Lacerta differs from the normal tail.  I have {given} one 

case in some slight degree analogous, namely that of a hen which when barren assumed the male plumage 

of an ancestral breed, & not of her own breed. ---But I did not intend to trouble you with my notions or 
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about pangenesis. --- My dear Sir  /  Yours sincerely  /  Chas. Darwin

1/4/1881 My dear Sir  /  I have received Kosmos & your letter.  I thank you heartily for it.  Nothing could be better, &

your account of how it came to pass about Buffon & {Edleviss} is perfectly clear.  If My daughter has as yet

only {simply} translated to me the article in Kosmos & your letter, but I have not yet heard the answer to 

Butler about the extracts.  I shd much like to see your article in Kosmos translated & published in England; 

but I believe that Mr. Butler wishes for notoriety, & wd be pleased at its publication for as he is utterly 

unscrupulous he would call me & you liars & rogues.  I will consult one or two wise men, & be guided by 

their opinion.  Anyhow I can at any time have the satisfaction of referring anyone who {doubts} my word to

Kosmos. --- Again I thank you most truly. --- I will write again, when I see my way.---  /  My dear Sir  /  

Yours vy sincerely  /  Ch. Darwin  /  P. S.  I am vy glad to hear that Kosmos will continue to appear under its

old form.---  /  I have written in a hurry not to {have} a single post  before thanking you.---  /  P. S.  /  I 

have now had your letter for Pop. Science read aloud to me.--- It is quite excellent, & perhaps wd suffice 

without  a translation of article in Kosmos. --- But I will get good judgment.  /  I suppose you do not care 

whether it is published in Athenaeum which has sales than in Dallas’s Journal. --- I lean to the latter.---
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1-10-1881 My dear Sir,   /  I have now consulted some good literary and scientific judges.  All agree that your 

statement is a very good one, and all are unanimous that I ought not myself to take any notice of Mr. 

Butler’s attack.  On these grounds they advise me to ask you to sen be so good as to send your letter direct

to:-  /  “W. S. Dallas Esq  /  Geolog Soc  /  Burlington House  /  London” asking him without any allusion to

me to be so kind as to tr translate and publish your letter in the Pop:Sc:Review.  If he should refuse I should

ask you to authorize its being sent to ‘Nature’; but my advisers think that as Dallas translated your book, 

his journal would be the most appropriate place.  I am myself very anxious that your letter should appear in

English, so that if my character in future years is attacked, my sons could refer to your letter as well as to 

the article in Kosmos as a complete answer.  Finally permit me to thank you cordially for having 

spontaneously  written these articles, and believe me that I grieve that your time should have been lost in 

so frivolous & vexatious an affair.  /  My dear Sir  /  Yours very sincerely  /  Charles Darwin  /  P. S.  /  

Since this note was written I have received your last very kind letter; and what you say about delay has 

altered my opinion and that of my family.  T We all think that ‘Nature’, which has a circulation of 5,000, 

would be much better than the Athenaeum.  /  In order that neither I nor my sons should be concerned with

your letter, will you be so kind as to send it to ‘F. Balfour Esq FRS  /  Trin: Coll:  /  Cambridge’  /  He has 

been staying here and offered to translate your letter and send it to ‘Nature’.  He is one of our most 

distinguished Naturalists, and a man universally respected.  You will have to alter your first sentence to 

adapt it for ‘Nature’; and permit me to add that it seems to me unadviseable at this particular time to 

refer to Herings p works.  You can yourself make the alteration indicated in your P. S.  /  I do hope that this
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will be your last trouble in the affair.  /  C. D.

1-29-1881 My dear Sir  /  I send by this post a copy of Nature with your letter, which has been vy well translated by 

Mr. Balfour. --- The letter seems to me in every way excellent. --- It says everything which I wished to be 

said & not a word which I would wish unsaid.  I thank you cordially.  I shall not {now} feel easy, & Mr. Butler

may abuse me to his heart’s content.  /  Yours faithfully & gratefully  /  Charles Darwin (over  /  P. S.   /  

You will see a long review of Mr. Butler’s book by Mr. Romanes.  It seems to me vy well done, & but all my 

family think that he has used too strong language, & perhaps this is the case. ---  /  Mr. Butler’s vanity is a 

real psychological curiosity. ---
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2-7-1881 My dear Sir  /  As Mr. Butlers last letter was almost wholly a renewed attack on me, & not on you, you 

probably will not think of answering it.  But some of my friends have written to me today saying that they 

hope that you would will not write again, as the letter which was has been published contains everything 

which was necessary, & as Mr. Butler is certainly unscrupulous in what he writes.  If you have preserved the

letter in which I asked your permission for a translation, I shd like to hear the date to keep as a record for 

vy private satisfaction; & if a recent letter in which I told you (if I remember rightly) that Mr. Dallas had 

just informed me of the advertisement of Mr. Butlers book, for this was the first time I ever heard of it.---

My dear Sir  /  Your ever sincerely obliged  /  Ch. Darwin
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5-18-1881 My dear Sir  /  I am much obliged fro your article, but I will not delay {answering} your letter until I have 

read it, as reading German is slow work for me.-  Her Koch ought to be grateful to you for advertising the 

book in a Journal with such an extraordinary sale, & I on my part am obliged to you. --- What a wide 

interest you have in Science!  When I sent you a copy, I never dreamed that you wd. care about it, & sent 

the copy merely to show my regard. --- It wd. be a real pleasure to me to do anything which I you wish, for I

shall never forget your kindness from the vy beginning to the end of this Erasmus Darwin affair.  I fear that

my little book on ‘vegetable mould’ will hardly answer for your purpose. --- The subject is of no 

importance, but what we English call a hobby-horse of mine, & therefore I have written it.  The best plans

will be to send you clean sheets, as soon as any are printed, & then you can judge for yourself. --- Ch. 71 wd

perhaps be the best on the senses & minds of worms, but then I have given my facts in such detail that I 

think that anything but a resume of them wd. be tiresome. --- There are 6 chapters, & the 2 last are 

{gerbrpical}; ie the {beaniy} of the work of worms on the Denudation of the Land.  All the chapters hang 

together so much & are so lengthy, that I do not believe that any or parts of any wd. serve to be printed 

separately.  I think, however, I ought to get Victor Carn’s consent & I will write to him to night or 

tomorrow; & if you do not hear, you will understand that he does not object. --- Herr Kock, I suppose, wd. 

approve of the plan:  I will tell V. Carns that it is only a thought of yours, & that I wish it Do whatever your
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may decide. ---   /  I am extremely glad to hear about Kosmos.  I have as yet read only the {capital} article

by F. Muller on the Crab. --- What an observer he is!  My son’s (Frank) article looks vy nicely got up.  He has

gone to Strasburg to work for 2 months under Dr. {Barry}; I have told him of the copy sent him.  My dear Sir,

/  Yours vy sincerely  /  Charles Darwin  /  P. S. --- I have heard nothing about Mr. Butler, except that he 

more furious than ever against me.  Some English Journals which had intended to review his book, have 

passed it over in complete silence.  It is vy handsome of the German orthodox Journal to behave in this 

manner.

7-30-1881 My dear Sir  /  As you might possibly be surprised at not receiving the promised sheets of my Worm book, I

write to say that there has been an extraordinary delay by the Printers in correcting the last sheets, & now

my Publisher begs me to defer the publication (,though the book is as good as ready,) till the end of 

October, which is called the publishing season; & I have been compelled to accede to his desire. --- I will, 

however, send you clean sheets, as soon as I receive them, & then you can judge about extracts.  I still 

think that a review of the whole book wd. be your best plan, but whatever you decide will please me. ---  /

Many thanks for “Die Gegerwart,” which you were so kind as to send me. --- I read it with great interest.  

The “instinct “ of plants is a most puzzling problem.  I do not see, how it mind is to be defined, if we 

subtract consciousness {or}, Nor can I doubt that consciousness is somehow in a stage in the natural 

development of the mental faculties, though philosophers may {urge} that it belongs to a wholly different 

category of things.  My dear Sir  /  Yours vy sincerely  ;  Ch. Darwin  /  What interesting numbers the 

several latter ones of Kosmos have been. ---  /  By the way I must thank you for honouring my two sons by 

giving their essays. ---
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